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LINEAR	REGRESSION

• In linear correlation we are concerned with determining whether there is a
linear relationship between two numerical variables, and with measuring
the degree of that relationship.

• In linear regression we describe the linear relationship between the two
variables by determining the mathematical equation that relates the
variables.

• We often use this equation to predict the value of one variable (called the outcome,
dependent or response variable) from a value of the other variable (called the
explanatory, independent or predictor variable)
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• To determine a mathematical equation that relates the
variables

• predict the value of the outcome (or dependent variable)
from a value of the other variable(s) (independent variables)

AIM:

Regression	coefficients
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ASSUMPTIONS
Variable type All predictor variables should be	continuous or categorical

Outcome variable should be	continuous

No	multicollinearity The predictor variables should not	correlate too highly

Homoscedasticity The	residuals	at	each	level	of	the	predictor	should	have	the	same	variance

Independent errors
(Autocorrelation)

For any two observations,	the residual terms should be	uncorrelated (It is	tested by
Durbin Watson	test)

Normally
distributed errors

Residuals in	the model	should be	random and normally distibuted with a	mean of	0.

Linearity The outcome variable should be	linearly related to any predictors



EXAMPLE
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A researcher wants to determine a
mathematical equation that predicts
bodyweight from some body
measurements (eg. Headlength,
chestdepth, chestwidth, bodylength,
withersheight, rumpheight). What would
be the model?

Dataset> BW_Regression.sav



Data analysis
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Analyze > Regression > Linear Regression

What should be the method for
modelling?

literature?

Enter: all predictors are forced into the
model simultaneously.
Forward: an initial model is defined that
contains only the constant. Then
computer adds next best predictor that
has highest simple correlation with the
outcome, and so on..
Stepwise: Same as the forward method,
except that each time a predictor is
added to the equation, a removal test is
made of the least useful predictor.
Backward: The opposite of forward
method.
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Output:
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Watson (1951) DW: 1-3 - ok
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Myers (1990)                  VIF < 10 !!!
Bowerman ve O’Connell (1990) Tolerance >0.2 !!! 
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Testing the normality of the residuals…



Testing homoscedasticity…
i) Assumptions met ii) Heteroscedasticity

iii ) Non linearity iv) Heteroscedasticity and non linearity

Our example

Reference: Andy Field (2009). Discovering statistics using SPSS, third edition, SAGE 
Publications, p:248.



Report:
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Body weight = 1.861 + 0,385 * Head Length + 0.791 * Chest Depth + 0.758 * Chest Width
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• Bootstrap regression

• Robust regression analysis

• Ridge or Lasso regression

• Regression analysis using factors

What if some of assumptions are violated?
What are the possible approaches?
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